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LGX:
The gateway
to sustainable
finance
The Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX) is the world‘s first and leading
platform dedicated to sustainable securities and UN Global Climate Action
Awards winner for its role in creating a solution to the challenges
of climate change by facilitating sustainable investment.
LGX is home to a variety of issuers, ranging from sovereigns and large
development banks to small corporate issuers. LGX makes qualitative
issuances from emerging markets visible towards international investors
that have a growing appetite for sustainable products.
A dedicated team of sustainable finance experts is available
to continuously support issuers in the overall process of structuring,
issuing and listing their sustainable securities on LGX, regardless
of the state of progress of the issuance and/or its size.
With unparalleled expertise in the field of sustainable finance,
the LGX team offers tailored-made assistance to market participants,
helping them to implement best practices and comply with international
standards, while also considering the rationale behind the issuance.

Financing for Climate Friendly Investment
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Supporting emerging markets
Emerging market participants can benefit from the LGX Academy's experts who have the competencies to take sustainable
funding projects off the ground and accompany issuers in their sustainable finance journey, from initial capacity building
and bespoke advisory services to guidance on listing at LuxSE.
Actors already benefitting from this 360° advisory service currently come from Vietnam, Indonesia, Cabo Verde, Russia and Brazil.

International partnerships:
S HANGHAI STOCK EXCHA N GE T HE GRE E N B OND C H A N N EL

N IGERIA A ND C H I L E

I NTE R NATI O NA L F I NANC E
C O R P O RATI O N ( I FC)

The Chinese domestic Green Bond
Channel is an information channel
which bridges the information gap
between Chinese issuers
and international investors.
Green bonds listed on the Shanghai
Stock Exchange can be traded
via existing channels and the
cooperation with LuxSE focuses
on providing exhaustive information
in English to offshore investors.

LuxSE has signed memoranda
of understandings with other
exchanges committed
to sustainability such as the
Santiago Stock Exchange and the
Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE)
in order to promote cross-listings
and increase trading of sustainable
bonds in their respective markets.

The relationship between IFC and
LuxSE dates back to 1986, when IFC
first listed a security on the exchange.
Since then, more than EUR 10 billion
of IFC sustainable bonds are displayed
on LGX. Given IFC’s pioneering role
in green finance over the past decade
and its commitment to accelerating
sustainable growth in developing
countries, the collaboration has grown
particularly strong over the past years,
reflecting LuxSE’s own efforts to
unlock sustainable capital toward
these regions.

LGX Academy
The LGX Academy provides general and tailor-made training to professionals, whether they have specific needs
or simply want to sharpen their sustainable finance knowledge. The LGX Academy allows participants to gain a deeper
understanding of market practices and instruments. Delivered by leading financial professionals, the courses offer
practical expertise and business-oriented solutions.

Our General Curricula:

Leaf

BALLOT-CHECK

Atlas

FUN DAME NTALS
OF S USTAI NABLE FI N A N CE

P RO D U CTS
A N D STA NDA R D S

S U STA I NA BL E BO ND S
EC O SYSTE M

This course will introduce
participants to the concepts
at the heart of sustainable finance,
its historical origin and rapid
development. Within each
of the course’s three modules,
participants will explore the
importance of incorporating
sustainability requirements into
the current financial system
and get a grasp of the challenges
involved in doing so.

This course will focus on the
products currently available
on the Sustainable Finance market
with a specific focus on sustainable
bonds (green, social, sustainability
and sustainability-linked) and
ESG funds as flagship products.
Participants will also explore
the main principles, standards and
taxonomies that exist in the market
and study detailed and concrete
examples of their application.

This course will focus on the role
of external reviewers in the
sustainable bond market.
Participants will also learn
about the importance of reporting
and have the opportunity to find out
about the latest developments
in this field. Concrete case studies
will be presented to reflect
the best practices in the market
when issuing a sustainable bond.

Emerging Markets
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Climate-Aligned Issuers (CAI)
LGX also offers visibility to labelled or unlabelled debt instruments from climatealigned-issuers, i.e. public or private companies that derive substantial revenues
from climate-aligned activities through its Climate Bonds-LGX Climate-Aligned
Issuers section made possible through a partnership with Climate Bonds Initiative:

•

Fully-aligned issuers:
Derive more than 95% of their revenues from climate-aligned activities

•

Strongly-aligned issuers:
Derive more than 75% of their revenues from climate-aligned activities

Due to their environmentally friendly lines of business and revenue streams
from climate-aligned activities, Climate-Aligned Issuers contribute directly
to the global climate goals. Since February 2021, LGX offers such issuers, many
of which are located in emerging markets, namely China, India, Brazil and Thailand
the opportunity to apply for the CAI status and have their debt securities eligible
within LGX’s Climate-Aligned Issuers section. Screening of such issuers is made
possible thanks to LGX partnership with Climate Bonds Initiative.

LGX DataHub
The LGX DataHub is a unique, centralised database of structured data
on sustainable bonds. This unprecedented data depository brings previously
unharmonised sustainability data to investors across the world in a user-friendly
and comparable way, acting as a facilitator for the search and selection
of sustainable bonds. With more than 3,000 green, social and sustainability
bonds — close to the entire universe of listed sustainable debt instruments
worldwide, the LGX Datahub is the most comprehensive source of structured
sustainability data on the market.
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Case studies:

Pioneering
emerging markets
bonds on LGX

Mexico
SDG sovereign
bond

Klabin
Inaugural
SustainabilityLinked bond

BOAD (Togo)
Inaugural
Sustainability
bond

BRF (Brazil)
Inaugural
Green bond

In September 2020, Mexico
became the first country
in the world to issue
a Sovereign Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
Bond, which was displayed
on the LGX platform.

In February 2021, Klabin
issued its inaugural
sustainability-linked bond
(SLB) on LGX, becoming
the second Brazilian
company to issue an SLB.

The inaugural EUR 750
million sustainability bond
from the West African
Development Bank (BOAD)
is also displayed on LGX.

In 2015, the Brazilian
company BRF, one of the
biggest food companies
in the world, issued a
landmark green bond
aimed at funding green
projects across its business
divisions and operations.
At the time, BRF was not
only the first corporate
from an emerging country
to be displayed on LGX,
but also the very first issuer
in Brazil to issue
a green bond. The green
projects of the company
focus on energy efficiency,
renewable energy,
sustainable forests,
GHG reduction, water
management, packaging,
raw material use reduction
and waste management.

The United Nations
Development Programme
(UNDP) was invited by the
Government of Mexico to
partner with them in this
initiative. UNDP provided
an opinion in the form
of an alignment letter
on the framework and
welcomed its unique
features, including the use
of the SDGs as an entry
point, and an eligibility
criterion that includes
collecting spatial data to
identify the most deprived
communities.

Emerging Markets

Of the three targets
defined in its framework,
two are directly related
to industrial production –
reducing the consumption
of natural resources and
increasing the recycling
of both water and solid
waste – while the third
is related to biodiversity,
focusing on sustainable
management and
restoration of biomes.
Unlike green bonds, whose
proceeds are allocated
to specific environmental
projects, the proceeds
from sustainability-linked
bonds can be used
more freely. However,
if the company does not
achieve the set targets, the
transaction fee increases.

The use-of-proceeds
will be used for equity
participations, debt
investments and financial
guarantees that intend
to generate high social
and environmental
impacts. The framework
used will reinforce BOAD’s
capacity to invest
in various priority sectors,
notably sustainable
infrastructure projects.
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Unlocking capital markets with listed securities
Securities listed on a stock exchange hold great potential for both issuers and investors.
For issuers:

For investors:

M Generation of capital

M Access to transparent information

M Attract international investors

M Competitive pricing

M Visibility in capital markets

M Diversification of investment portfolio

M ECB eligibility

M Advantageous tax incentives

LuxSE: The right listing venue FOR YOU
EFFI C I EN T:

 6

new securities listed
every hour

FAS T:

 99%

of all securities listed
in less than 2 days

 37,000+
E X PER I EN C ED :

listed and tradable
securities

Our core values mean that we always go
the extra-mile for our clients
We are respected

We are hands-on

Ć 50+ years as a leading global
listing venue

Ć LuxSE is a multilingual and multicultural office with teams skilled in
handling time-critical transactions

Ć 37,000+ listed securities in over
60 currencies
Ć Exchange of choice for sovereigns
& supranationals

We are trusted
Ć When it comes to transparency
of information, LuxSE operates
above market standards
Ć Through top-tier data providers,
LuxSE provides clients with price
and reference data dissemination,
meaning increased issuer
transparency
Ć The availability and depth of data
available on LuxSE’s website goes
beyond market standards
Ć The data available to market
participants is free and easily
accessible, making us a leading
source of free market data
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Ć Our teams are made up of
specialists with second-to-none
knowledge of capital markets
products
Ć Issuers receive pre-clearance
assistance that goes above
and beyond market standards,
free of charge
Ć Our teams are dedicated
to ensuring the fastest
turnaround times on the market

We care
Ć LuxSE is the home of the
Luxembourg Green Exchange
(LGX), the world’s leading platform
dedicated to sustainable finance
instruments

We strive to go above
and beyond in all aspects
of our work in order
to accommodate the needs
of our issuers.
This is what has led
so many issuers, just like you,
to choose LuxSE
as their preferred
listing venue.

Ć Our team of experts are constantly
monitoring regulatory developments
and finding a way to turn them into
opportunities for issuers

Emerging Markets

Our listing options
At LuxSE, our teams go the extra-mile to ensure that our clients are engaged and informed throughout every stage of the listing
process. Our free pre-clearance assistance starts by securing the most accurate advice for our issuers regarding the process
ahead, and remains in place after listing with the help of our on-going disclosure toolbox.
Issuers listing at LuxSE have the choice of two internationally recognised markets:

1.	Bourse de Luxembourg

2.	EuroMTF

Ć Grants access to international investors along
with EU passporting

Ć The world’s first ever MTF, granting access to international
investors and less stringent regulatory requirements

Ć Prospectus approval by Commission de Surveillance du
Secteur Financier (CSSF), Luxembourg’s highly competent
and efficient financial regulator

Ć LuxSE’s Rules and Regulations set out EuroMTF
prospectus requirements which are approved in-house
in 3+2 days, or less

EU regulated market

Exchange-regulated market

LuxSE recognises the diverse needs of our international issuers. Therefore, we have also created more unique listing options:
Ć Securities Official List (SOL), which grants issuers the ability to list without admission to trading
Ć Professional Segments for issuers targeting professional investors

The listing process
Drafting
of prospectus

Prospectus
approval

Admission to trading/
Official List

Ongoing disclosure
obligations

Lawyers/
Advisors Banks
Issuers

CSSF
or
LuxSE

LuxSE

Lawyers/Advisors
Issuers
CSSF/LuxSE

Make listing work for you
At LuxSE, we understand that the speed at which issuers

At LuxSE, we can help issuers navigate the challenges

must secure the right venue and obtain their listing

of increasingly complex regulatory requirements and secure

is mission critical.

safe and timely results - because at LuxSE, we care!

Issuers, who can rely on a responsive and resilient
listing partner, can see this translated into a number
of reputational, competitive and financial advantages.

Emerging Markets
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A LEADING LISTING VENUE
FOR INTERNATIONAL
SECURITIES, WORLDWIDE

"Listed in
Luxembourg"
a recognised label
in international
capital markets

Luxembourg Stock Exchange
Founded in 1928, LuxSE is the worldwide leader in the listing of international securities.
With its first mover attitude, over the last 50 years LuxSE has actively contributed to the
development of international capital markets.
LuxSE has a strong culture of servicing international clients and addressing their
specific needs. Thanks to its stringent but business-friendly admission process, LuxSE
provides the highest transparency to investors.
By providing increased visibility to issuers, LuxSE is the gateway to access international
investors. Issuers on LuxSE benefit from the country’s vibrant and integrated financial
ecosystem and proximity to a powerful network of international experts (e.g. law firms,
banks, consulting firms, etc.).

50+

A full-service offer

years of experience in
listing international bonds

Listing
Effective answer to market needs

99%
of all securities listed
in less than 2 days

37,000+
listings

10,800+
new listings in 2020

350+
MTN programmes

CHEVRON-RIGHT Efficient listing process (prospectus comments in less than three business days)
CHEVRON-RIGHT Indirect or direct prospectus submission
CHEVRON-RIGHT Wide range of securities and currencies
CHEVRON-RIGHT Competitive fee structure
CHEVRON-RIGHT Three listing possibilities: BdL Market, Euro MTF and Securities Official List (SOL)

Trading
Top-notch trading platform
CHEVRON-RIGHT All securities listed on BdL Market or Euro MTF are systematically admitted to trading
(with an open order book)
Euronext partnership
CHEVRON-RIGHT OPTIQ: a state-of-the-art Euronext trading platform
CHEVRON-RIGHT Cross-membership: free access to LuxSE markets for Euronext members and reciprocally

Information services
Comprehensive service that meets transparency and regulatory requirements
CHEVRON-RIGHT LuxSE website: easy access to centralised information
CHEVRON-RIGHT Prospectus publication
CHEVRON-RIGHT Financial news services (FNS)
CHEVRON-RIGHT Financial Instruments Reporting Services Tool (FIRST)

66
currencies

118
Sovereign
and quasi-sovereign
issuers listed on LuxSE

CHEVRON-RIGHT Perma Link Upload Service (PLUS)

Sustainable finance
The Luxembourg Green Exchange is the world’s first and leading platform exclusively
dedicated to sustainable securities.
It is also a leading and innovative player in sustainable finance services.
This document is provided to you for information purposes only. LuxSE/LGX does not give any representation or
warranty and does not accept any responsibility or liability of any kind whether for the accuracy, reliability, fitness
for a particular purpose or completeness of the Document or for any action refrained or taken or results obtained
from the use of the Document. The Document does not constitute and is not construed as any advice and shall not
be substitute for your own researches, verifications or consultation for professional or legal advice.

Contacts

Laetitia HAMON

Carlo OLY

VISIT US AT:

T +352 47 79 36 – 319
lha@bourse.lu

T +352 47 79 36 – 227
col@bourse.lu

35A Boulevard Joseph II, Luxembourg

HEAD OF
SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

HEAD OF RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

WRITE TO:

PO Box 165 / L-2011 Luxembourg

www.bourse.lu

www.bourse.lu/lgx

 Luxembourg Stock Exchange

 @LuxembourgSE

